Bazar Badge Criteria
Helping to meet Ethical Standards
Due to the expense of attaining certifications some smaller manufacturers may not have receiv ed industry recognition
yet but hav e adhered to the standards. Once v erified by Bazar sellers will be able to set themselv es apart from the
crowd by applying one of our badges.
Add to your profile by applying for a Bazar badge and stand out from the crowd!
Once the seller has been confirmed by the Bazar team we will add the requested badge to the seller’s profile.
We kindly ask all Sellers for transparency when communicating their profile biography and product categories to Bazar
and to its customers correctly and honestly.

Eco- Friendly Badge
The seller confirms that the main materials and or
components of their items or garments have been
recycled/re-purposed from an existing previously
used item or items.
All product materials are recovered and recycled
The seller confirms that materials used in the
manufacture of this item or garment are certified
eco-friendly with no harmful chemicals that will
affect the environment

Organic Badge
The seller confirms that their product has been
made chiefly utilizing materials developed and or
grown in compliance with organic farming and
agricultural standards. That the materials of their
products are free from herbicides, pesticides or
hereditarily altered seeds.
As the cost of accomplishing formal certification
is expensive some smaller producers might not
have obtained industry acknowledgment,
however have followed organic standards and
benchmarks.

Vegan Badge
The seller confirms that this object, item or
garment is Vegan, and uses no animal product
in any stage of production; uses
nothing consisting of animal skins or animal byproducts such as silk and or lesser
apparent components such as adhesives.

Plant Based Badge
The seller confirms that the product does
not contain any meat or chemical
derivatives. That the product is plantbased consisting of ingredients derived
only from plants, including vegetables,
grains, nuts, seeds, legumes and fruits.
Seller agrees to clearly list ingredients in
full and helpful to customers.

Natural Label Badge
Seller confirms the product is derived from
100% natural resources and ingredients. The
seller confirms that this item has been
manufactured without the use of hazardous
chemicals which could be harmful to your
body and the environment.
Seller agrees to clearly list ingredients in full
and helpful to customers.

Cruelty free
The seller confirms that no part of their
beauty/cosmetic products ingredient
has ever been tested on animals.

Made In Britain
The seller confirms that the primary
components of this produce, item or
garment have been created and
produced locally in the UK from
sustainable resources with less of an
impact on the environment.

Bazar Boutique
Seller confirms all products are
previously owned or used
goods and sourced legitimately. Items
are for re-sale a way to beneficially
promote the economy and help save
the environment. Seller agrees not to
mark any item as “new” on descriptions
or specifications.

Vintage Badge
Sellers must confirm items are of high quality and
lasting value, or showing the best and most
typical characteristics of a particular type of
thing, especially from the past:
A vintage 1920’s purse
A vintage car
A vintage comic book
For example: Your vintage item is at least 15-20
years old and has the best characteristics typical
of the era in which it is made.

Farmers Market Badge
The main objectives of
the Sustainable Food Policy are to ensure
that where possible, all fresh produce
is sourced from local suppliers, that
packaging is environmentally-friendly,
and that food is ethically sourced.

Micro-Brewery Badge
The seller confirms and can prove that they
run a licensed Micro-brewery in the UK.

Sustainable products
Seller confirms that their products are
sustainable and provide either environmental,
social or economic benefits while either
protecting public health or the environment
over their whole life cycle, from the extraction
of raw materials until the final disposal of the
product.

Fair wear Badge
The seller confirms that their item or garment has
been product ethically.
Seller confirms that entire manufacturing chain
applies fair working practices of all the work
carried out after the sourcing of raw materials.
Seller confirms that their business follows fair
working practices including fair salaries, legal
employment and safe working conditions for
employees.

Fresh Foods Badge
Seller confirms that their Fresh food they are
selling is food which has not been preserved or
spoiled yet. If selling vegetables or fruits, the
seller confirms that they have been recently
harvested and treated correctly post harvest; for
meat, the seller confirms it has recently been
recently slaughtered/butchered and kept cold;
for fish, it has been recently caught or harvested
and kept cold.
Seller confirms that they will be selling directly to
the consumer and has not purchased food to
resell.

